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Statement of Purpose 

PHDC and the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority (“PRA”), and 3600 Haverford Ave Associates, LP 
(“Developer”) are pleased to offer an opportunity for a public art project (the “Project”) to be located on 
the 3600 blocks of Haverford, Mt. Vernon, and Wallace. This opportunity is part of PRA’s Percent for Art 
program, which requires developers building on land acquired from the public sector to commit one 
percent (1%) of their construction costs to original, site-specific works of art.  For each project, up to six (6) 
applicants (“finalists”) will be selected from the pool of applicants to this Request for Qualifications 
(“RFQ”) and will subsequently be invited to submit a proposal in response to an upcoming project Request 
for Proposals (“RFP”). 

Relationship of PRA to PHDC 
In July 2019 PRA and the Philadelphia Land Bank merged with PHDC—combining staffs and making PHDC 
the public-facing brand. Although the PRA still exists, its work is carried out by the staff of PHDC. 

The PRA’s Percent for Art Program 

The PRA pioneered the Percent for Art Program in 1959, becoming the first program in the United States 
to make the commissioning of fine arts an integral part of the urban redevelopment process. The Percent 
for Art Program requires that developers who build on land purchased from the PRA must budget at least 
one percent of the total building construction costs toward the commissioning of original, site-specific 
works of art. The Percent for Art program encourages developers to conceive of innovative applications for 
public art, and to create work that engages the public and challenges us to think about our surroundings in 
new and exciting ways. Each art project may be more than a single or isolated work; the public space in its 
entirety may be considered in order to make the greatest contribution to the urban fabric, the streetscape, 
and the places that citizens populate. 

Application Process 

Submissions will be accepted in either of the following: 

1. Online Submission – via PHDC's website (http://www.phdcphila.org/); or

2. Hard Copy Submission – Submit 3 original copies of your application and one electronic copy on a
USB Flash Drive to PHDC via registered mail. Files on the USB Flash Drive may only be in Microsoft
Word or Adobe PDF. Applicants may send Statement of Qualifications via registered mail to:

Percent for Art Program
PHDC
1234 Market Street, 16th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19107
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Submission Deadline 
Applicants must submit their application no later than August 31, 2020 (8/31/20) at 3:00 PM; absolutely 
no application will be accepted after that time. 

Related Parties 
An Applicant, whether an individual or business entity, may submit only one Statement of Qualifications in 
response to this RFQ. Individuals that are related to each other or business entities that are legally related 
to each other or to a common entity may not submit separate applications. The PRA, in its sole and absolute 
discretion, retains the right to reject any Statement of Qualifications where:  

1. Applicants or principals of Applicants are substantially similar or substantially related parties; or
2. The PHDC has determined that the Applicant has violated these conditions or the spirit of these

conditions.

Disqualification 
Submissions will be disqualified if: 

1. They are submitted after the specified deadline;
2. They are submitted by some means other than the two formats listed above. For electronic

submissions, the PHDC website portal is the only means that will be accepted. Submissions sent via
email, Dropbox or other electronic venues will be disqualified;

3. The Proposal package is incomplete.

Questions 
All questions and requests for additional information should be directed in writing to RFP@PHDC.phila.gov 
with “Village Square on Haverford Public Art RFQ” in the subject line. Questions will only be accepted until 
August 10, 2020 (8/10/20). Questions and/or requests for additional information and PHDC's responses to 
them will be posted on the PHDC website. Please do not call PHDC, the PRA, or 3600 Haverford Ave 
Associates LP with your questions. 

Schedule 
The timeline for this opportunity is as follows. PHDC reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to alter this 
schedule as it deems necessary or appropriate.  

Event Date 
Notice of RFQ Opportunity Posted 7/20/20 
Questions and/or Requests for Additional Information 
Due three (3) weeks prior to RFQ Due Date  8/10/20 

RFQ Response Due 8/31/20 

General Description of the Development Project 

Village Square on Haverford is an important mixed-use, and mixed-income development that will catalyze 
the revival of a long-neglected area in central Mantua. It will be developed by 3600 Haverford Ave 
Associates, LP (“Developer”), a joint venture partnership between Lomax Real Estate Partners (“LREP”) – 
one of the Philadelphia area’s premier, African American- owned real estate development firms and Mt. 
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Vernon Manor CDC (“MVM”) – a community- based nonprofit organization that has served the Mantua 
community for more than 40 years.  The Village Square on Haverford will be located on a 2.5-acre site 
almost entirely occupied by vacant parcels of publicly-owned land, bound by 36th Street to the east, 37th 
Street to the west, Mt. Vernon Street to the North, and Haverford Avenue to the south. 
	
The Village Square on Haverford, will be built in two phases. Phase I is comprised of a five-story 
multifamily building with 72 workforce housing apartments above a 21,145 SF full service Market Fresh 
grocery store, 10 quadruplex buildings containing 40 units and an 11,000 SF office building which will 
house the new offices of WURD Radio and a community centric coffee house. Phase 2 will consist of 32 
affordable apartments and eighteen for sale units comprising sixteen three bedroom, one and a half bath 
townhomes and two for sale triplexes. All of the for-sale units will be restricted to buyers making 80% AMI. 
 
 
The art Project is to coincide with the construction commencement, which is scheduled to start in the fall 
of 2020.  
 

   
Project site location                     Rendering of project site                                                                                                       

 

The Work of Art 
 
36th Street plaza project 
 
Applicants should have a strong focus on community engagement and cultural sensitivity of the location 
when considering this Project. Six (6) applicants selected from this RFQ will then be invited to make a site-
specific proposal. 
 
The art opportunity is to design a plaza in the center of the 36th Street block between Haverford Avenue 
and Mt. Vernon Street. The plaza should be easily accessible to the public and viewable from 36th Street. 
This project is perpendicular to an artist’s studio, whose painted exterior wall will serve as a backdrop to 
the plaza.  The art studio is an important feature of the community and a centerpiece of this project. The 
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plaza space can be a total environment piece, that incorporates lighting features, street furniture, 
sculptural elements, paving, and planting throughout the plaza’s landscape. The concept and design of the 
plaza will be limited by the budget for the project and its designated space of a 3,478 square foot (SF) 
rectangle that is 94’ long and 37’ wide.  

 

 
Rendering and dimensions of plaza location  

 

 
36th Street view (Location of plaza perpendicular to artist studio) 

Art Budget 
 
The total budget for the public art project shall not exceed $235,000 (“Art Budget”). The Art Budget must 
include all costs related to the art, including but not limited to community engagement, design, costs 
related to permitting and/or other public entitlements, fabrication, delivery, insurance, artist fees, travel, 
presentations, subcontractors and if appropriate, funds to address maintenance of the art for up to 10 
years. In addition, the Percent for Art Policy requires that five percent (5%) of the Art Budget be 
committed to public education activities.  
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Scope of Services  
 
Upon acceptance of an Applicant’s qualifications in response to this RFQ, the Committee will thereafter 
invite the Applicant to respond to an RFP, which will have the following requirements: 

• Attend a meeting with community representatives, the development team and PHDC to discuss the 
Project and potential approach and other items to consider.    

• Provide a detailed plan for community engagement.  
• Consider a broad range of ideas for what forms the end result of the Project might take.   
• Prepare a cost estimate for the Project. Artist fees, project fees and administrative fees must be 

broken out.   
• Such other requirements as the Committee may impose. 

 

Community Engagement and Public Education 
 
The PRA requires that each Percent for Art project include specific activities to engage and provide arts-
based education to the communities where Percent for Art projects are located. Works of Art created 
under PRA’s Percent for Art Program are expected to have meaningful community engagement and 
responsiveness to community values and concerns. Artists will be evaluated in-part on their experience, 
understanding, and capacity to carry out meaningful community engagement. In addition, all Percent for 
Art Projects are required to include five percent (5%) of their Art Budget for public education, with the goal 
of providing venues for residents to engage with the art and artist(s).  
 

Artist Eligibility 
 
This opportunity is open to all artists regardless of their geographic location. Selected finalists must be 
available to make an in-person presentation to the PRA’s Art Committee. Applicants and any member of 
the Applicant team must be tax compliant with the City of Philadelphia’s Department of Revenue. 
 

RFP Phase 
 
A Review Committee comprised of the PRA’s Art Committee and project stakeholders will select a short-
list of finalists for the project from the respondents to this RFQ. The selection will be based upon the 
artists’ responses to the RFQ and the quality and applicability of past work. The finalists will each receive 
detailed specifications about the project, drawings and presentation requirements in the form of an RFP. 
Finalists will receive an honorarium in return for completing and presenting their proposal to the Review 
Committee. Finalist will be expected to return to Philadelphia in person to present their formal proposal to 
the Review Committee. The final selection will be at the discretion of PRA and the developer.  
 

Response Submission Requirements 
 
Respondents must submit the following information to PRA in response to this RFQ. See Application 
Process above for acceptable methods of submitting information. Please note that these materials will not 
be returned to the artist.  
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1. A resume, not to exceed two (2) pages per artist, that includes name, phone number, mailing 

address and email address as well as a description of the artist’s body of work and background. If 
the Applicant includes more than one individual, please submit a resume for each member of the 
team. 

2. Six (6) images of recent work in JPEG format at a resolution of at least 150 dpi and no larger than 
1.5 MB per image. Even if the Applicant team includes more than one individual, please still only 
submit six (6) images total. 

3. A list that describes each of the six (6) images, including the title, date, material, budget and other 
pertinent information regarding each work. 

4. A brief artist statement (not to exceed 500 words) which will be shared with the Review 
Committee. This statement is the Applicant’s opportunity to describe why they are a good fit for 
this project and how their ideology, creative process, and experience match the public art 
opportunity. 

 

Evaluation 
 
Responses will be evaluated based on: 

• Qualifications, experience, and past works of Applicant. 
• Capability to best provide scope of services. 
• Alignment of Applicant’s response with the specific requirements of the site and Art Project 

opportunity. 
 

Declarations and Other Information 
 
Reservation of Rights 
By submitting a proposal in response to this RFQ, an Applicant affirmatively acknowledges: (i) its acceptance 
of the terms and conditions of this RFQ; (ii) the PRA may exercise in its sole discretion the following rights; 
and (iii) the PRA may exercise the following rights at any time and without notice to any Applicant:  

1. to reject any and all Statements of Qualifications; 
2. to supplement, amend, substitute, modify or re-issue the RFQ with terms and conditions 

materially different from those set forth here; 
3. to cancel this RFQ with or without issuing another RFQ; 
4. to extend the time period for responding to this RFQ;  
5. to solicit applications; 
6. to conduct personal interviews with any Applicant to assess compliance with the selection 

criteria; 
7. to request additional material, clarification, confirmation or modification of any information in 

any and all Statements of Qualifications; 
8. to expressly waive any defect or technicality in any Statements of Qualifications; 
9. each Applicant agrees to indemnify, protect and hold harmless the PRA from any and all losses, 

injuries, expenses, demands and claims against the PRA or the City sustained or alleged to have 
been sustained in connection with or resulting from (i) the submission of the Applicant's 
Statement of Qualifications; (ii) the delivery by the Applicant to the PRA of any other documents 
or information; and (iii) any other conduct undertaken by the Applicant in furtherance of or in 
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relation to the Applicant's Statement of Qualifications. Each Applicant agrees that its duty to 
indemnify and hold harmless shall not be limited to the terms of any liability insurance, if any, 
required under this RFQ or subsequent agreement. 

 
By submitting a response to this Request for Qualifications a respondent affirmatively indicates acceptance 
of the terms and conditions of this RFQ. 
 
PHDC, the PRA, and 3600 Haverford Ave Associates, LP are under no obligation whatsoever to any Applicant as a 
result of this RFQ. The RFQ does not represent any commitment on the part of the PRA to any Applicant or the 
Program. In no event shall PHDC, the PRA, or 3600 Haverford Ave Associates, LP responsible for any cost, expense 
or fee incurred by or on behalf of any Applicant in connection with the RFQ. Applicants shall be solely responsible 
for all such costs, expenses and fees. 
 
 
 
 

NOTICE: The PRA is subject to the Pennsylvania Right to Know Law. Any information provided in your response to this 
RFQ may be subject to disclosure to the public. Documents provided in response to this RFQ may also be required to be 
disclosed by applicable law, subpoena, and/or court order. 


